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Abstract
Today’s computing ecosystem, comprising commodity heterogeneous interconnected computing (CHIC) platforms, is
increasingly being employed for critical applications, consequently demanding fairly strong end-to-end assurances.
However, the generality and system complexity of today’s
CHIC stack seem to outpace existing tools and methodologies towards provable end-to-end guarantees. This paper
describes our on-going research, and presents überSpark† ,
a system architecture that argues for structuring the CHIC
stack around Universal Object Abstractions (üobjects), a fundamental system abstraction and building block towards
practical and provable end-to-end guarantees.
überSpark is designed to be realizable on heterogeneous
hardware platforms with disparate capabilities, and facilitates compositional end-to-end reasoning and efficient implementation. überSpark also supports the use of multiple
verification techniques towards properties of different flavors, for development compatible, incremental verification,
co-existing and meshing with unverified components, at a
fine granularity, and wide applicability to all layers of the
CHIC stack.
We discuss the CHIC stack challenges, illustrate our design
decisions, describe the überSpark architecture, present our
foundational steps, and outline on-going and future research
activities. We anticipate überSpark to retrofit and unlock a
wide range of unprecedented end-to-end provable guarantees on today’s continuously evolving CHIC stack.

1

Introduction

Today’s commodity heterogeneous interconnected computing (CHIC) platforms encompass laptops, mobile phones, IoT
devices, robots, drones, and self-driving cars. Such platforms
redefine the way we interact not only for convenience (e.g.,
regulating home temperature and lighting, ordering groceries) but increasingly for critical applications as well (e.g.,
† In

the fictional Transformers universe, the AllSpark is a powerful object
capable of creating a new Transformer by retrofitting ordinary machinery with Sparks – the building blocks of a Transformer. In a similar vein,
überSpark (https://uberspark.org) retrofits the ordinary, commodity,
heterogenous, and interconnected computing platform stack with universal, verifiable objects (überobjects or üobjects) towards practical, provable,
end-to-end guarantees.
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Figure 1. ElderSafe, a hypothetical CHIC service for elders
who live in an assisted-care facility. ElderSafe illustrates an
exemplar CHIC stack application comprising heterogeneous
hardware, software, and properties, that make achieving
practical and provable end-to-end guarantees on the CHIC
stack very challenging.

autonomous driving, home security, health care). Consequently, the CHIC stack demands fairly strong end-to-end
guarantees for security, correctness, and timeliness.
Formal verification is a powerful tool for realizing provable guarantees. However, although progress in system verification technology is gaining momentum [26, 39, 42, 53,
60, 73, 109, 110, 124], the system complexity of today’s CHIC
stack (with a plethora of heterogeneous platforms, configurations, and interactions) is rapidly outpacing the arsenal
of current verification tools, most of which focus solely on
specific styles of properties and verification methodologies
(§8). Meanwhile, competitive markets with low cost of entry,
little regulation, and no liability will continue to produce
innovative, attractively priced, continuously evolving interconnected computing platforms comprising diverse-origin
and disparate hardware and large (untrustworthy) software
components. This makes achieving practical and provable
end-to-end guarantees on the CHIC stack very challenging.
1.1

Running Example

Consider ElderSafe, a hypothetical CHIC service for elders
who live in an assisted-care facility. For the purposes of

this running example, we limit ElderSafe to a simple task:
collect readings of vital signs from the subject via a wrist
sensor, analyze those readings to classify them as normal
or abnormal (requiring assistance), and, in the latter case,
authorize staff to unlock the door and assist even if the door
is locked (Fig. 1).
We consider an illustrative, concrete ensemble of devices
providing the ElderSafe service: a wearable vitals monitor
(e.g., FDA-approved Caretaker [20] or KardiaBand [2]), an
automated early-warning health-scoring system (e.g., Philips
IntelliVue Guardian [97]) utilizing activity recognition models [96] (e.g., to predict the likelihood of mortality [100]), an
event-management system that runs on the caregiver phone
or tablet (e.g., Intellivue App [98]), and an off-the-shelf smart
lock (e.g., by Schlage [120]) on the subject’s entry door.
ElderSafe is one of the services offered in a typical, smart
semi-independent assisted-care facility today (e.g., Jewish Senior Life [92]). To be useful, ElderSafe must provide a number
of guarantees of different types, some of which are:
Functional guarantees: unlock the door only when an emergency is detected;
Security guarantees: only authorized staff/nurses can unlock
the door in a detected emergency; only the subject’s
wearable can trigger unlocking of that subject’s door;
only genuine instances of the wearable device operating under a known configuration can trigger unlocking
of the door;
Timing guarantees: worst-case response time between detection of emergency and responsive action of unlocking
the door is under 5 minutes;
Information-flow guarantees: no information about unrelated
readings of the wearable, or the subject’s comings and
goings detected via the door lock, can leak to the staff
or the outside world.
Such guarantees, strongly enforced, are essential to ensure
deployability, regulatory compliance, and to save lives.
Note that, although ElderSafe is of limited complexity, it
serves to illustrate a typical CHIC stack application comprising heterogeneous hardware, software, and properties.

2

Design Goals for CHIC Guarantees

We strive for the following goals while realizing ElderSafe:
▶ Provable End-to-End Guarantees – Produce a service
where guarantees are formally verifiable, end-to-end, with
machine-checkable proofs of those guarantees on the software implementation running on top of the actual CHIC platform hardware.
▶ Practicality – The verification overhead of ElderSafe
should be minimal both from a construction-time and runtime perspective. For example, taking 15 person years only
to verify one specific instance of Eldersafe would not be
cost-effective. Similarly, having a verified Eldersafe that is

too slow to detect emergencies and ensure timely intervention would be impractical. Our solution must be development compatible (evolvable with iterative versions), powerefficient, and performant to be practical.
▶ Implementation Generality – Our implementation should
use existing components to the extent possible, rather than
building new hardware, implementing new software on top
of it, and mounting a new verification effort. All of the aforementioned activities are very expensive, and ElderSafe can be
cost effective only reusing existing products when possible.

3 überSpark – Genesis
In this section, we derive the überSpark architecture, the
main contribution of this paper, via a progressive design
exercise for ElderSafe (see Table 1 for a summary).
Our objective is to describe the CHIC stack challenges, illustrate the design decisions that satisfy our goals (§2), and
motivate the main ideas behind überSpark, before presenting
it formally in §4.
3.1

Single Monolithic Verified System

We can try to implement ElderSafe in a single language and
code base (e.g, C), specify properties (e.g., via ACSL Hoare
clauses [46]), prove them mechanically (e.g., using a C verification framework such as Frama-C [72]), extract runtime
binaries (e.g., via the CompCert certified C compiler [16])
and deploy.
Are we there yet? Unfortunately, this is infeasible for ElderSafe. By necessity, the vitals monitor, the health-scoring
platform, the smart lock, and the caregiver tablet are distinct physical hardware platforms. We certainly can’t physically tether our elderly subject to the door lock, or to the
caregivers. So our solution must accommodate distribution,
inducing an additional design goal:
▶ Hardware Distribution – Ensure that the service can
accommodate physically distinct hardware components and
be meaningfully distributed across them.
Further, our service comprises disparate hardware architectures: x86 for the health-scoring platform, ARM for the
vitals monitor, and a PIC18 microcontroller unit (MCU) for
the smart lock, and they each have different functional characteristics and capabilities. This implies an additional goal:
▶ Hardware Heterogeneity – The service should be able
to accommodate disparate hardware architectures across its
components.
3.2

Distributed System of Monolithic Blobs

In order to accommodate physically-distinct hardware components and disparate hardware, we can make ElderSafe a
distributed system, to have one component per distinct physical hardware platform. We can then prove properties on
individual components (e.g., with Frama-C), and then prove
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Design Goals
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Table 1. überSpark architecture derivation via a progressive design exercise for ElderSafe. For each design rationale, we present
the design goals generated by each iteration of the design excercise, and the corresponding design features that address those
goals. The shaded cells represent the candidate design features that together make up the überSpark architectural components.

end-to-end guarantees about the distributed system (e.g., via
protocol verification on top of TLA+ [76] or Dafny [60]).
Are we there yet? Each monolithic blob is too big to verify
in one piece. The size limit for a single verifiable program
varies by methodology, but it is anecdotally estimated to be
in the tens of thousands of lines of high-level language code
(e.g., C) [60, 124].
In contrast, the Linux kernel alone is several millions of
lines of code [31], and an analytics application on top of it
runs in the hundreds of thousands of lines of code, when
math and machine-learning libraries are included.
Even going beyond size, different functionalities are often
proven in isolation, and then composed to produce a unified
guarantee about a system, for scalability and complexity
purposes [52].
For example, the guarantees for the firmware are very
different from those for the OS kernel or hypervisor, the
health-scoring analytics engine, or the sensing module of
the vitals monitor. Especially for security, isolation of components from each other can be of paramount importance.
Finally, especially for the purposes of ElderSafe, some functionality touches on different hardware capabilities that may
require additional care.
For example, the health-scoring application may have libraries to speed up computations on a GPU; it would be
infeasible to verify that the GPU remains in some good state

for every one of the millions of lines of code involved in the
health-scoring application libraries.
Therefore, focusing on a single software module to provide
those additional capabilities may be essential for verification.
Thus, an additional goal emerges:
▶ Modularity and Layering – The service should be able
to decompose its components into separate modules, even
within software on the same hardware platform.
3.3

Components as Collections of Objects

Modularity and layering can be achieved by breaking a monolithic blob into a collection of functional, verifiable objects
within a platform.
For example, on the ElderSafe health-scoring platform, the
health-scoring analytics engine and the caregiver tablet signaling interface are broken into verifiable object collections.
We can then isolate memory of objects from each other
within a collection, enforce control-flow integrity, prove
properties about individual objects (e.g., health-scoring analytics returning a result within a worst-case execution time),
and prove properties about the composition of objects on a
component (e.g., health score computed and transmitted to
the caregiver tablet from the health scoring platform).
Are we there yet? Modularization and isolation typically involve refactoring code and leveraging hardware capabilities
as needed (e.g., de-privileging, virtualization).

While some ElderSafe software components such as OS
kernels are open-source and use open-source development
tool-chains (e.g., Linux), other components such as BIOS and
firmware use proprietary tool-chains and are binary-only
(e.g., Schlage lock firmware [95]).
Further, these software components are often independently developed by developers with different pedigree, and
are either completely opaque (e.g., Schlage lock firmware [95])
or have partial API visibility (e.g., health-scoring applet in
Intellivue [44, 45]). This makes achieving modularity and
isolation a challenge, and implies an additional goal:
▶ Software Heterogeneity – The service should accommodate diverse-origin software components and make it
possible to ensure all other goals in the presence of partial
visibility and dubious engineering practices.
To make matters worse, a given hardware platform can
have a wide range of capabilities in support of modularity
and isolation (e.g., x86 and ARM processors with and without
hardware virtualization, Intel x86 with SGX [63, 91] and ARM
Trustzone [30] to contain parts of sensitive data processing,
or PIC18 MCU with a single privileged address space and
built-in memory).
This further motivates the goal of accommodating disparate hardware architectures (hardware diversity), but especially with respect to functionally-divergent capabilities.
3.4

Hybrid Isolation

We can achieve modularity and layering while accommodating diverse-origin software and hardware with different
capabilities via hybrid isolation.
We can isolate collections via verification when having
visible, verifiable objects in both source and binary (e.g.,
SFI [105]). We can use hardware capabilities (e.g., deprivileging) to isolate collections from other untrusted components
or trusted but unverified objects.
For example, the vitals-monitor application is split into
a collection of verifiable objects and isolated from the untrusted OS within the wearable.
Are we there yet? Unfortunately, this is still insufficient for
ElderSafe. Some software objects do more than what we
need them for (e.g., the vitals monitor app includes a GUI
subsystem [84] when all we really care about is the periodic
transmission of vital sensor readings).
Further, a component contributing to an end-to-end guarantee can be characterized by a function (e.g., sensor value
read within the vitals sensor driver), collection of functions
(e.g., SSL library), thread (e.g., smart door lock control), process (e.g., caregiver application) or a VM (e.g., health-score
analytics engine) that in turn interacts with other unverified
components for their functionality (e.g., driver relying on
OS kernel support functions).
Achieving efficient hybrid isolation in this multi-granular
execution environment is challenging. This implies an additional goal:

▶ Resource Closure – Resources contributing towards
an end-to-end guarantee should be encapsulated within an
object at a given granularity (e.g., function, driver, process)
with specified interfaces.
3.5

Resource Interface Confinement

We can define a use policy for a verifiable object that consists
of a specific entry point and resources the object is allowed
to modify. We can then prove properties on the object and
resource closure (e.g., via ACSL and Frama-C as before) while
isolating everything else via hybrid isolation (§3.4).
For example, the vital sensor hardware can be encapsulated by an object within the vital sensor application stack
and isolated from the OS.
Are we there yet? Unfortunately, there are multiple object
collections encapsulating resources, existing on different
hardware platforms, which together achieve an end-to-end
guarantee (e.g., vitals monitor, health-scoring analytics, caregiver application and smart lock all contribute towards the
guarantee of unlocking the door only when an emergency
is detected).
Further, these objects can be implemented in different
languages (e.g., Java and C for caregiver application, binary
assembly for smart lock firmware), and provide different flavors of properties (e.g., functional, timing; cf. §1.1), which in
turn requires different verification tools and methodologies
(e.g., Frama-C for C [124], Krakatoa for Java [43], Dafny [18]
and ProVerif/CryptoVerif [15] for crypto, TLA+ for protocol
verification [76]).
Furthermore, using different verification tools often implies different formalizations of hardware environment assumptions such as memory, concurrency and interrupts. For
instance, Frama-C only models memory as bytes. Thus, an
additional goal emerges:
▶ Verification Bridging – Verification tools and methodologies should be bridged to connect with each other soundly,
and help prove and compose properties of different flavors
on objects running on different hardware environments.
3.6

Verification Bridges

We can enforce strict execution entry and exit points for an
object and extract a sound high-level sequential execution
abstraction, that is consistent with hardware environment
assumptions such as concurrency, pre-emption and memory
ordering, for composing objects.
Different verification tools and methodologies can be bridged via intermediate verification layers (e.g., Why3 [85], Boogie [10]), with hardware environment details (e.g., memory
model, instructions, and device interfaces and semantics) tied
in, and invariants and properties proven at the intermediate
layers.
Are we there yet? Attackers can compromise the unverified
portions of the platform software stack preventing verified

objects from executing in the first place (e.g., smart lock
firmware hijacks [95]).
Further, an adversary can spoof a device altogether (e.g.,
unlock the door via a spoofed wearable). This implies two
additional goals:
▶ Running Correct Object Collections – Ensure that platforms are running the correct (verified) object collections.
▶ Allowing Correct Platforms – Ensure that the correct
platform is participating in the protocol.
3.7

Attestation and Authentication

We can employ platform static and/or dynamic root of trust
[34] in conjunction with code attestation [90, 125] and/or
property-based attestation [21, 75] to ensure that platforms
are running the required (verified) object collections.
Similarly, physical authentication can be leveraged to determine the authenticity of participating platforms [80, 117].
Are we there yet? Yes! We have generated no new obligations towards achieving our goals (§2).
3.8

The Road to ElderSafe

Table 1 reviews which design goals were foundational requirements, and which were generated by each iteration of
the design exercise.
At this point, we seem to have satisfied our original three
goals of provable end-to-end guarantees, practicality and
implementation generality (§2), as well as the secondary
goals we generated along the way.
Specifically, we adapt to heterogeneous hardware, by splitting the system into per-hardware-device collections, and
the verification bridge enables composition of verified collections across hardware differences. We support heterogeneous white-box and black-box software via hybrid isolation
(through inspection and verification or via hardware confinement); resource interface confinement enables us to limit the
scope of big blobs of supplied software only to the functionality we care to incorporate (and prove guarantees about).
The verification bridge, besides helping with heterogeneous hardware and their disparate capabilities, also enables
the bridging across verification disciplines that tackle different types of properties.
Generality and practicality are delivered by a combination of our handling of existing heterogeneous software and
hardware, attestation and authentication for trustworthy
reporting of verified collections, as well as by our use of
language-based and verification-based isolation, rather than
solely using the hammer of hardware de-privileging.
Intuitively, the combination of the aforementioned characteristics and challenges that made ElderSafe tricky and
entailed the different steps in our design genesis naturally
generalize to a broad spectrum of today’s burgeoning CHIC
stack applications: smart-homes, healthcare, smart-grid, autonomous drone deliveries, self-driving cars.
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Figure 2. The überSpark architecture embraces a novel
micro-multi-kernel design paradigm, towards practical and
provable end-to-end guarantees on CHIC platforms. Every
node of the CHIC platform stack is decomposed into (legacy)
unverified components and a collection of protected, verifiable, and reportable üobjects (shaded blocks), that retrofit
with the unverified components incrementally, at a fine granularity, and wide applicability to all layers of the CHIC stack.

4 überSpark – System Architecture
We now describe the überSpark system architecture (see
Fig. 2) distilling from our design goals (§2) and constructive design effort (§3).
The überSpark architecture embraces a novel micro-multikernel design paradigm, towards practical and provable endto-end guarantees on CHIC platforms. We draw from both
micro-kernel support for component cohesiveness [73, 82,
115] and multi-kernel support for heterogeneous hardware
[12, 38, 119], but with an emphasis on incremental and compositional end-to-end reasoning and efficient implementation.
At a high level, überSpark divides every node of the CHIC
platform stack into legacy, unverified components and a
collection of protected, verifiable üobjects (see Fig. 2 and
§ 4.1). The überSpark architecture is designed to support the
use of multiple verification techniques towards properties of
different flavors, for development compatible, incremental
verification, co-existing and meshing with unverified components, at a fine granularity, and wide applicability to all
layers of the CHIC stack.
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Figure 3. The logical building block of überSpark, the üobject provides a design/development-time singleton object
abstraction guarding exclusive indivisible system resources
and supporting shared-memory concurrency and linearizability. üobjects provide principled call-return interfacing
for entry, interruption, legacy code invocations and other
üobject invocations, enabling fine-granularity meshing with
various CHIC stack programming idioms, while at the same
time facilitating assume-guarantee style reasoning and composition in the presence of multi-threaded executions.

4.1

üobjects

The logical building block of überSpark, an üobject, is a singleton object guarding some exclusive, indivisible resources
such as CPU state and registers, memory, and hardware conduits (hardware signaling and data transfer such as device
endpoints, DMA, Mailboxes, etc.).
An üobject implements method callers to access the resources it guards. Method callers are essentially regular function signatures, along with an access-control list (ACL) on allowed callers (§4.5.1). See Fig. 3 for an illustration. In addition,
an üobject also implements signal callers to handle signals
(interrupts, exceptions, traps, etc.; §4.4), and legacy callees
and üobject callees for principled invocation of legacy, unverified components and other üobjects respectively (§4.5).
An üobject is accompanied by a use manifest. This consists
of a resource specification (§4.3), and an additional formal behavior specification [58] of its own method and signal callers,
which guarantee that if some assumptions are satisfied in
how a method or signal caller is invoked, then a property on
the return values is guaranteed to hold upon return of that
method or signal, without mention of internal üobject state.
Logical isolation of üobjects may be enforced via typical OS and micro-kernel containers. Such external enforcement might be necessary for üobjects running in different
address spaces. However, formally-verified üobjects running
in the same address space need no such external enforcement; they enjoy the same isolation, enforced via machinechecked proofs. This helps us achieve the sweet spot with
both high performance (there is no hardware de-privileging

or message-passing overheads) and compositional verification (üobjects can be verified separately), even in the presence of other unverifiable (and unavoidable) legacy components.
4.2

üobject Collections

An üobject collection is a set of üobjects that share a common
memory address space. Collections are bridged via hardware
conduits (hardware pathways for signaling and data transfer,
e.g., DMA, memory-mapped I/O, etc) or sentinels (§4.5.1).
A special set of üobjects, called primes, are responsible for
instantiating üobject collections on a given platform and/or
a memory address space (§4.4). See Fig 4 for an illustration.
In principle, üobject collections can also be nested, modulo
the hardware providing necessary conduits, e.g., guest OS
üobject collection inside a hardware VM within the base
system collection in Fig 2.
4.2.1

Hardware Model

Every üobject collection also has an associated hardware
model formalizing the CPU and modeling the memory and associated hardware conduit end-points. The hardware model
is crucial for verifying properties over collections of hardware state (e.g., state of CPU registers and memory) and
assertions that are part of the üobject contract within and
across üobject collections,
We envision a modular and layered hardware model where
only the required subset of the hardware is modeled and used
during verification, e.g., the hardware model for an Intel SGXbacked [91] üobject is simpler than an üobject executing
with hypervisor privileges. This greatly aids verification
automation and facilitates validation of the hardware model
against real hardware [87, 103].
We further advocate for the hardware model to be specified in an abstract specification language (e.g., UML-B [114])
which can then be automatically synthesized down to desired
target languages such as C, Java and Coq [9, 79, 121]. This
allows the hardware model to be more readily integrated
into existing verification toolchains and methodologies that
could be employed to verify an üobject (§5.2).
üobject collections thus abstract heterogeneous hardware
platforms, allowing each collection (along with its üobjects)
to be verified separately down to their hardware states while
allowing composition of such verified properties across collections.
4.3

üobject Resource Interface Confinement

Every üobject includes a resource specification within its manifest that describes possibly sensitive resources that it may
access (e.g., code, data, stack, global system data, CPU state
and collection hardware conduit end-points).
üobjects are held to their resource specification via a combination of hardware and/or software mechanisms.
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Figure 4. überSpark üobject collections are runtime abstractions that comprise a set of üobjects sharing a common memory
address space within a given CHIC stack layer. Collections are boot-strapped by a special set of üobjects called primes, that form
the CHIC platform root-of-trust entities. üobject collections are bridged via sentinels (solid line segments), abstractions that
enforce call routings, enable logical privilege separation, and üobject caller/callee mediation, both within and across üobject
collections, and legacy component invocations (dotted line segments), while permitting flexible implementations.
überSpark can employ the üobject collection hardware

model (§4.2.1) identifying CPU interfaces to üobject resources
(e.g., designated instructions) and software verification to
ensure that access to those interfaces respects the üobject’s
manifest.
Alternatively, hardware mechanisms (e.g., MMU, privilege
protections) and/or binary manipulations (e.g., SFI [105]), can
be leveraged to hold üobjects to their resource specification.
überSpark resource interface confinement thus supports
shared memory concurrency and linearizability by allowing
distinct system resources to be: (a) managed by designated
üobjects, (b) protected from access by unauthorized üobjects
or legacy components, and (c) regulated in their invocation
via method callers by authorized client üobjects or legacy
components (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).
The aforementioned capabilities enabled by üobject resource interface confinement, in conjunction with üobject
execution and interaction mechanisms (§4.4 and §4.5) facilitate assume-guarantee style reasoning and composition of
verified properties on the CHIC stack, while allowing efficient
multi-threaded executions.
4.4

Primes1 can employ different isolation mechanisms such
as software fault isolation [105] and hardware-assisted containerization [7, 32, 33] to instantiate üobject collections in
a protected manner. Primes also initialize the üobject collection CPUs, operating stacks, and policies before kick-starting
üobject interactions.
An üobject may be concurrent or sequential. überSpark
decouples execution threads from execution domains, i.e.,
an execution trace can span multiple üobjects and across
multiple collections.
üobjects can also incur hardware signals such as traps,
exceptions, or interrupts. In such cases, hardware capabilities are employed to save the current üobject state before
handling the signal, either within the source üobject (via signal callers; § 4.1) or another üobject by employing sentinels
(§4.5.1). Once the signal is processed, the source üobject is
resumed once again via sentinels.
These design choices enable abstracting concurrent and
asynchronous üobject executions as sequential interleavings facilitating verification (e.g., contextual refinement [53]),
while supporting the use of commodity signal and threading mechanisms (e.g., deferred procedure calls, user-mode

üobject Instantiation and Execution

An üobject can be statically or dynamically instantiated. A
special collection of üobjects, called prime, is responsible
for boot-strapping üobject execution within a given üobject
collection (see Figure 4; cf. §4.7).

1 überSpark

primes are akin to primes from the fictional Transformers
universe which are the highest ranking Transformers that can create other
Transformers, and form singular entities that exist (and must exist) threaded
through all continuities.

and kernel-mode preemptive threading, light-weight nonpreemptive threading etc.).
üobject Interactions

üobject interactions can be divided into intra-collection,
inter-collection and legacy component invocations (Fig. 4).
Intra-üobject collection and inter-üobject collection interactions occur via üobject callees while legacy invocations
occur via legacy callees (§4.1).
Such interactions model function call-return semantics
using a combination of hardware capabilities and software
verification. This enables compositional reasoning of the
üobject properties [50, 52, 67, 124], i.e, allow properties of
üobjects to be specified in terms of their interactions with
other üobjects and collections, yet being able to verify those
properties separately on each üobject in isolation, while
meshing with (legacy) unverified components at the desired
granularity.
üobject interactions can happen via software and/or hardware conduits and are facilitated by the sentinel abstraction
as described below.
4.5.1

sentinels

üobjects

Sentinels

Sentinels2 mediate üobjects interactions and ensure that
the caller may invoke a given üobject method on the callee
according to the üobject manifest (§4.3; Fig. 4.2). If caller and
callee are both verified, then no runtime check is required
because üobject verification enforces the call policy. This
results in efficient runtime performance (e.g., no hardware
de-privileging overhead). If either the caller or the callee is
unverified, the sentinel consults the policy dynamically and
allows or rejects the call accordingly.
In addition to the runtime checks, sentinels are responsible for transferring control among üobjects, switching stacks,
and handling hardware signals by employing the appropriate control-transfer method for the isolation mechanism
imposed on the üobject.
For example, if two üobjects are both verified and have the
same isolation mechanism (e.g., SFI [105]), then the control
transfer is just a function call. But if one has a different
isolation mechanism (e.g., hardware segmentation), then
the sentinel implements the control transfer leveraging the
appropriate hardware capabilities, e.g., for segmentation,
switches privilege levels, stacks, and marshals arguments.
Similarly for hardware signals, the sentinel employs the
appropriate hardware capabilities (e.g., trap state areas) to
handle the signal either within the source üobject or by
passing control to another üobject.

2 überSpark

sentinels are aptly named after the sentinel Transformers in
the fictional Transformers universe, which are guard Transformers designed
to combat renegades.

UOA Verification Bridge
UOA High-level
Specifications

Binary Toolchain
(e.g., Compcert,
LLVM/clang)

4.5

üobject
collection
hardware model

Verification Tools
(e.g., Frama-C, Coq)
Intermediate
Verification
Languages
(e.g., Why3, Boogie)
Provers
(e.g., Z3, CVC4)

üobject/
üobject collection
Proofs

üobject/
üobject collection
Binaries

Figure 5. The überSpark verification bridge facilitates
assume-guarantee style reasoning on the CHIC stack and
makes it possible for compositional üobject verification and
binary generation while allowing the use of multiple verification tools and techniques.

Sentinels can also be realized using hardware conduits
such as legacy I/O, memory-mapped I/O, DMA, and mailboxes [8, 32]. In such cases, interactions are enforced via
üobject resource interface confinement (§4.3).
4.6

üobject Verification Bridge

überSpark reasoning relies foundationally on the following

set of properties that must hold throughout the execution
of an üobject: (a) üobject base invariants, and (b) üobjectspecific properties.
üobject base invariants are properties that need to hold regardless of what the üobject implements and include memory
safety, memory integrity and (internal) control flow integrity.
These invariants include ensuring correct stack frame setup
and teardown, ensuring the absence of buffer overflows, (otherwise returns could land at arbitrary üobject program sites),
parameter marshaling, routing of external calls via sentinels,
privilege-level enforcement, etc.
üobject base invariants make assume-guarantee reasoning
on the CHIC stack tractable, and make it possible for üobject
code to be reasoned about in a compositional manner. The
base invariants are also designed to be verified automatically,
without developer assistance (e.g., using abstract interpretation techniques [68, 72] or binary-level enforcement [105]),

to allow retrofitting üobjects into an existing legacy unverified codebase with minimal effort.
üobject-specific properties on the other hand, depend on
the desired end-to-end guarantees, the resources that the
üobject encapsulates, and the üobject implementation.
The üobject verification bridge (see Fig. 5) is based on a
key observation that a vast majority of today’s state-of-theart formal analysis tools integrate with (inter-convertible)
common verification languages (e.g., Why3, Boogie) [6].
However, existing intermediate languages do not capture both software and hardware requirements expressively.
Therefore, überSpark defines a high-level abstract specification language for the üobject invariants and üobject execution semantics including sentinels, resource confinement,
and the collection hardware model.
The verification bridge translates the üobject invariants
and execution semantics to an existing intermediate verification language and/or specification, which can then be
used by a specific verification tool and/or methodology in
order to prove various classes of üobject-specific properties,
including properties over hardware states.
4.7

üobject Reporting

überSpark enables collecting and reporting measurements
(e.g., SHA-1, property based attestation [21]) of üobject instantiations within and across platforms. This ensures that
platforms are running the correct stack of (verified) üobject
collections.
The special set of üobjects, primes, which instantiate üobject collections (§4.4), are also responsible for collecting and
reporting üobject measurements.
There can be multiple primes across multiple collections
within a given platform chaining together collection measurements (Fig. 2); a root-prime forms the root-of-trust for
measurements in such cases3 .
Root-of-trust within a prime can be implemented entirely
in software (e.g., via static root of trust and software TPM [99]),
entirely in hardware (e.g., via dynamic root of trust and hardware TPM [51]), or a combination of hardware and software
(e.g., static root of trust and hardware TPM).
überSpark primes can also be extended to allow üobject
instantiation via white-listing [126] and to provide physical
platform authentication using an external verifier in the form
of software-based attestation [106].

4.8 ElderSafe in überSpark
Finally, we revisit how the described überSpark architecture,
as instantiated on ElderSafe, satisfies our design goals for
CHIC stack guarantees (§2; cf. §3.8).
3 This

is in a similar vein to the doctrines of the fictional Transformers
universe where the prime Transformer that is designated as the leader
of all the other Transformers holds the Matrix of Leadership that allows
harnessing the wisdom of all the other primes.

Since there are four distinct CHIC hardware platforms involved in ElderSafe (§1.1), there are four corresponding prime
üobject collections, one for each of the smart lock, the wearable vitals monitor, the health scoring workstation, and the
caregiver’s tablet.
Each prime üobject collection is responsible for establishing a static root of trust for each platform, as well as a
dynamic root of trust for the health scoring system, which
may be co-tenant with other software on the workstation.
An additional prime üobject collection deals with the static
root of trust on the health scoring workstation GPU.
Each prime üobject collection manages corresponding
üobject collections within the underlying hardware platform.
For example, zooming in on the wearable platform, the prime
manages one collection each for the vital-sensing application,
the sensing-hardware driver within the OS, as well as the
platform collections supporting the boot-up firmware, while
reporting on other software and the hardware state; these are
distinct collections because they handle different high-level
functionalities and resources.
The prime also takes care to create these collections (and
their constituent üobjects) with the right isolation container:
the vitals-monitoring application is vast and proprietary, so it
must be contained via a combination of software verification
and hardware de-privileging, whereas the boot-up firmware
can be verified and need not be virtualized or otherwise
isolated via hardware mechanisms.
Although the wearable platform’s prime creates these
collections of üobjects, a number of sentinels on the platform
handle on-going object interactions: object-to-object calls
within each collection, measurement calls for attestation,
inter-process or multi-processor communication calls across
address spaces and cores, respectively, etc.
Importantly, the vitals-monitoring application üobject collection needs its sentinel in particular, because it must filter
out the vast functionality of the vitals-monitoring application, including a GUI, and only keep the few sensing APIs
needed by ElderSafe.
The sentinels enforce Resource Interface Confinement on
this application, only allowing information about the needed
sensor readings, and therefore achieving resource closure.
Providing guarantees (security and functional) on the
wearable üobject collections requires bridging hardware abstractions on the ARM platform and the memory abstractions of the C/Java runtime executing the vitals-monitoring
application.
For example, to provide real-time guarantees about the delivery of a sensed signal to collections on a different platform
(e.g., the health-scoring application on the workstation), the
verification bridge must expose the concurrency model to a
worst-case execution-time framework.
Although this is a brief slice of the überSpark primitives
in the context of ElderSafe, they demonstrate how the architecture makes it tractable to reason about a complex CHIC

system design, yet adhere to the design goals we set out to
achieve.

5

Research Directions and Opportunities

We now discuss interesting research directions that stem
from the überSpark architecture (§4) and existing tools and
methodologies that überSpark can benefit from.
5.1 Creation of üobjects
üobjects can be created from the existing CHIC stack by identifying the resources being isolated towards a specific property,
and then paring away code that closely operates on such
resources. überSpark can readily benefit from program slicing [55, 72, 102, 128], data dependency analysis [72, 86], and
program synthesis [40, 41, 57], to automatically identify such
code fragments for common languages such as C, C++, and
Java. For binary-only components, überSpark can leverage
binary analysis platforms [19, 61] to locate, slice, and stitch
together such code fragments. In the long term, machine
learning techniques for optimizing existing binary code for
a purpose [104] or forms of summarization and question
answering [4, 22, 54] may help in this task.
5.2

Verification of üobjects

For open-source üobjects that are written in common languages, überSpark can employ refinement proofs [53, 59,
73], source-code level verification [60, 77, 124], and pushbutton style verification [94, 109, 110, 133] to prove üobject
properties. Additionally, for some languages (e.g., C, Assembly, ML), überSpark can leverage certified compilers [16, 17,
25, 78, 116], certified parsers and code generation frameworks [11, 24, 25, 69], in association with proven-correct
assemblers [71], to translate verified properties into provencorrect binaries. For languages unable to benefit from such
schemes or for binary-only üobjects, überSpark allows instrumenting the resulting binary code with assertions satisfying
required properties [13, 73, 112, 113]. Similarly, for concurrent üobjects we can employ contextual refinement [53],
while sequential üobjects can be reasoned with Hoare logic
[60, 77, 124].
5.3

üobject Resource Interface Confinement (RIC)

überSpark can employ hardware capabilities such as IOMMU

[32] and MMU for RIC of memory and devices; hardware deprivileging can be used for RIC of CPU instructions. Where
performance is key or where hardware has limited capabilities überSpark can benefit from model-checking [27], abstract program interpretation [72], and software fault isolation [105] to achieve RIC at both source and binary levels.
Finally, überSpark can leverage (and inform) hardware breakpoints as well as hardware-assisted instruction level guards
(e.g., Intel MPX [32]) to enforce efficient fine-grained RIC.

In the long term, we envision überSpark to inform next generation of hardware capabilities towards efficient RIC (e.g.,
MPX guards for privileged instructions).

6

Foundational Steps

As with any vision, we first must learn to walk towards our
goals, before we can run. We now describe our foundational,
walking steps towards realizing the überSpark vision.
As a first step, we set out to refactor an existing commodity open-source micro-hypervisor, the eXtensible MicroHypervisor Framework (XMHF)4 , for the x86 platforms into
a üobject collection. XMHF is written in C and Assembly and
allows for the micro-hypervisor framework to be extended
with extensions to support required functionality [123]. Our
goal was to leverage this existing micro-hypervisor functionality and create a prime üobject collection that would enable
instantiating üobjects on desired layers of the CHIC stack on
x86 hardware platforms and also serve as the foundation for
üobject reporting.
We were able to refactor XMHF into 14 üobjects within 6
months, in an incremental fashion, co-existing with regular
development [124].
üobject invariants were automatically proven and composed using the Frama-C [72] verification framework, along
with a x86 hardware model and assembly language dialect
(called CASM) that we developed to work in conjunction
with Frama-C. We have so far been able to verify and bridge
properties such as memory safety, control-flow integrity,
and information flow as trace properties automatically and
directly on the source code. We have also been able to automatically prove supporting üobject-specific functional correctness properties.
The verification was bridged with the Compcert [16] certified compiler for binary generation. We were able to support
verified üobjects co-existing and meshing with unverified
components at multiple granularities, with üobject Resource
Interface Confinement (RIC) enforced using IOMMU, MMU
(regular and nested page-tables) and pure software verification. The runtime performance overhead for a collection of
verified üobjects was less than 2% [124].
Open-source development now continues as the über eXtensible Micro-Hypervisor Framework (überXMHF)5 , which
is XMHF in the überSpark architecture.
Encouraged by our results on x86 – a particularly rich
hardware platform – we turned to low-cost ARM platforms.
To this end, we have implemented the first ARMv8 microhypervisor based on überXMHF, that currently supports the
ubiquitous low-cost Raspberry Pi 3 computing platform [122].
Our ARMv8 based micro-hypervisor implementation uses
a novel lightweight trap-inspect-forward (TIF) mechanism
to selectively trap and inspect critical peripheral register
4 http://xmhf.org

5 https://uberxmhf.org

accesses, before forwarding the access directly to the physical system peripherals. The TIF building block allows us
to efficiently implement resource interface confinrment of
memory, devices, and DMA, including interrupts, without
the requirement of hardware support. This is essential, because such hardware support, e.g., an IO Memory Management Unit (IOMMU) or a Generic Interrupt Controller (GIC),
is absent on Raspberry Pi3 and similar low-cost platforms.
Further, we achieve all this with low complexity, since we do
not resort to complex peripheral emulation and state maintenance. We are able to run Raspbian and realtime linux
distributions with runtime overheads of 2-6% [122].
Lastly, we have explored üobject threading and schedulability in the presence of legacy unverified code. We have
developed a real-time mixed-trust scheduling framework
that is able to offer precise timing guarantees for protected
üobjects, while co-existing with a regular (untrusted) legacy
OS schedulers [36].
To verify the timing correctness of potentially safetycritical üobjects in our mixed-trust scheduling framework,
we propose a new mixed-trust task model and construct a
detailed schedulability analysis. We also present the design
and implementation of a coordination protocol between the
legacy guest OS scheduler and the micro-hypervisor based
scheduler (called hyper-scheduler) to preserve the synchronization between üobject executions and untrusted components while preventing dependencies that can compromise
üobject executions.
Our current hyper-scheduler implementation consists of
a non-premptive scheduler üobject which operates in conjunction with the open-source ZSRMV6 Linux OS scheduler,
boot-strapped by the überXMHF prime üobject collection
on an ARMv8 platform [36].

7

Present Activities

We are presently finishing up the überSpark language framework that enforces the üobject abstraction within any existing legacy C and Assembly code-base, towards assumeguarantee (compositional) reasoning on the CHIC stack. This
will enable us to automate all the invariants that were manually constructed during the verification effort of the x86
implementation of our micro-hypervisor prime üobject collection (§6). We will refactor the x86 micro-hypervisor prime
üobject collection implementation using the überSpark language framework as part of evaluating the language efficacy.
More broadly, the überSpark language framework, will enable automated verification of foundational properties such
as memory safety, memory integrity and control-flow integrity for any existing C and Assembly CHIC stack codebase,
thereby supporting development compatible, incremental
and composable verification that can keep pace with the
codebase evolution.
6 https://github.com/cps-sei/zsrmv

Work is also underway to verify the ARMv8 implementation of our micro-hypervisor prime üobject collection (§6).
We will be leveraging the überSpark language framework, in
addition to adding relevant ARMv8 hardware modeling, to
verify additional properties that can be formulated as invariants (e.g., information flow) as well as supporting functional
correctness properties.
We are further investigating meshing of different flavors
of properties, such as timing and logical properties, in the
context of our hyper-scheduler implementation (§6). Reasoning based on timed automata is proving to be a very useful
building piece in this context.
Last but not least, we are exploring other existing, ubiquitous, legacy code bases such as the Linux OS kernel7 , the
PX4 open-source autopilot8 , and Open vSwitch (OVS)9 to
provide verified properties such as dependable interrupts,
threading, secure inter-process communications and network level packet-flow attribution (e.g., via trustworthy IoT
security gateways [89]).
We anticipate the überSpark architecture, language, and
development tool-chain, in conjunction with our verified
micro-hypervisor prime üobject collections, to facilitate incremental and composable verification of such existing legacy
codebases, in a development compatible manner.
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Related Work

Micro-kernels [1, 56, 64, 81, 82, 108, 115, 130], separation kernels [66, 101], MILS [5], isolation kernels [129], exo-kernels
[37, 62, 70], small-TCB hypervisors [23, 29, 35, 49, 107, 111,
118, 123], lightweight process contexts [83], and type-safe
containerization kernels [14, 39], attempt to minimize bugs
via privilege disaggregation. However, they do not provide
any formal guarantees or privileged code disaggregation;
they remain vulnerable to the attacks against small kernels [47, 48].
Approaches verifying a privileged OS kernel both in a
monolithic [28, 42, 65, 73, 74, 77, 88, 93, 105, 123, 127, 132]
and compositional manner [52, 53, 124] primarily focus on
the verification methodology that best applies to a specific
subsystem (e.g., kernel or hypervisor). However, it is unclear
if such methodologies can individually be applicable to every component of a CHIC stack, e.g., specifying interactions
among verified and unverified components. Furthermore,
they often rely on deep refinement proofs that are likely to
be prohibitive for a rapidly evolving CHIC stack.
Recent full-system stack-verification approaches impressively verify the entire OS, application stack, and in some
cases the hardware platform [3, 60, 131]. However, changes
in system configuration entail lengthy, costly re-verification
(sometimes, measuring many person years). Further, they are
7 https://kernel.org
8 https://px4.io

9 https://openvswitch.org

bound to a specific platform or programming paradigm and
lack support for co-existence with unverified components.
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Conclusions

Taking stock of today’s computing ecosystem, and advances
in verification technologies we asked ourselves: How do
we achieve practical, provable end-to-end guarantees on today’s complex commodity heterogeneous interconnected edgecomputing ( CHIC) platforms? Our inability to find a satisfying answer motivated the genesis of überSpark. Elements
of überSpark act in synergy to offer required capabilities for
achieving provable end-to-end guarantees on the CHIC stack.
While we expect a myriad of implementation hurdles in our
quest, we are encouraged by our early results and on-going
research in this direction. We anticipate überSpark to enable the combination of otherwise incompatible hardware,
software, and tools towards offering strong guarantees for
tomorrow’s user on today’s evolving CHIC platforms.

Availability
Active open-source development of überSpark continues at:

https://uberspark.org
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